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An interpretive review
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Royal William
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Originally launched in 1670 as the 100-gun HMS Prince
Re-built and launched in 1692 as the HMS Royal William
Finally re-built and ...

Launched 1719
Checked the
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Scale 1:72

07.STERN
September 2021
This interpretive build is based on the supplied drawings, the
kit material – and an amount of extra material.
This work only illustrates how this ship might be built.The level of
complexity chosen is up to the individual
This resource information was based on the original text supplied by Euromodel and then
expanded in detail as the actual ship was constructed by MSW member piratepete007.
[Additional & exceptional support was gratefully received from MSW members
marktiedens, Ken3335, Denis R, Keith W, Vince P & Pirrozzi. My sincere thanks to
them and other MSW members who gave advice and gave permission to use some of
their posted photos.
Neither the author or Euromodel have any commercial interest in this information and it
is published on the Euromodel web site in good faith for other persons who may wish to
build this ship. Euromodel does not accept any responsibility for the contents that follow.
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This is not an instructional manual but is a collaboration amongst a
number of MSW members whose interpretations were based on the
drawings and the supplied kit.
•
•

Additional material used was dictated by personal choices.
Greater simplification would be achieved by using the material as it is supplied.

Model Ship World Forum
I am indebted to those members who were, or are, involved in their own build of the Royal William and have allowed me to add
photos from their posts – but not utilising their personal text - in the belief that the images could add both a stimulus and an interest to
new builders of this ship. So my grateful thanks go to … Brian C; Denis R; KeithW; marktiedens; Vince P, Ken3335

They have taken the RW build to a much higher level than intended by this kit.

Reference Texts
Elements and Practice of Rigging and Seamanship by David Steel (1794)
Fighting at Sea in the Eighteenth Century; The Art of Sailing Warfare by Sam Willis (2008)
Historic Ship Models by Wolfram zu Mondfeld (1989)
Seventeenth Century Rigging by R.C. Anderson (1955) [almost a complete copy of his earlier book The
Rigging of Ships in the Days of the Spritsail Topmast, 1600 – 1720 (1927) ]
The Construction and Fitting of the English Man of War 1650-1850 by Peter Goodwin (1984)
The Masting and Rigging of English Ships of War 1625 – 1860 by James Lee (1984).

For the purposes of discussion, this ship is considered as an 18 C build.
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Ship Support Stand

•
•
•

Not high-tech, but the following stand proved to be useful!
Great for …
working on the ship when it is upright,
laying on its side
transporting from one place to another.

Figure 1: Ship Support Stand

With this sturdy support stand lined with strips of soft carpet, it was an
easy matter to lay the ship almost flat on its side as well as having it
upright.
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Chapter 1: STERN CONSTRUCTION
Stern General Comments
FRAME 8

Plan Sheets 8 & 17 provided the information
necessary for the following discussion.

Upper Quarter Deck - intact

Note that Plan Sheet 8 is a highly detailed set
of drawings intended for the scratch builder
and so some simplification of what is shown
will be necessary when building this kit.

Quarter Deck - intact

Main Deck – cut back

Deck Removal
First and second gun decks as well as main
deck ends that project out past Frame 8 were
cut off flush with that frame (three orange
deck lines in Fig. 2; see also p.11, Fig. 10).
These decks do NOT correspond with the
stern deck configuration. Note the steps
shown at the ends of the main and the second
gun deck – shaded light red.

Second Gun Deck – cut
back
First Gun Deck – cut back

Figure 2: Five Decks at the Stern

Angle of Inclination
A common mistake made by builders of the
Royal William is the addition of the stern decks
at right angles to Frame 8. The drawings
clearly show the stern assemblies projecting
downwards slightly (towards the bow) and
following the curvature of the planks (approx.
6o). This will all depend on how the transom
assembly is fitted. Refer to Fig. 3 but especially
Fig. 26.

Figure 3: Correct Transom Inclination

The incorrect positioning helps to explain the
difference in wale positioning when compared to
the metal ornamentation shown in the drawings (in
Fig. 3).

Figure 4: Incorrect Transom Inclination
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Filling the Transom Space
The 2 mm. thick deck pieces in the transom were covered with 1mm. thickness planks, creating a total
of 3 mm. Apart from looking better, the extra material served to help create an overall height
appropriate to what is provided between the top of the transom supports and the underneath of the
Poop Deck. How well this space is filled depends on a number of factors such as:
• angle of inclination of the transom,
• deck thicknesses between gallery windows,
• height of the gallery windows (after any appropriate filing)
The two major pieces (54 & 55; Fig. 5) forming the
transom supportr are usually carved as shown in the plan
sheets and to do that is the more simple approach. There
are three sets of cast metal strips included that could be
used in conjunction with the carved pieces.

TRANSOM
54 TRANSOM SUPPORT
55

What timber for the support ?
If a major mistake is made during the carving of the lasercut timbers supplied in the kit, substitution with another
timber will not change the outcome since paint is applied
over the entire surface.

Figure 5: Transom & Support

In creating the transom support (54 & 55), the timber supplied
will only allow a total thickness of 26 mm. (‘A’ in Fig. 6)
after producing the curved cambers. The drawings show a
larger thickness of 28 mm.

B

The distance between the top of the support and the underside
of the Upper Quarter Deck (‘B’ in Fig. 6) is 93 mm.
according to Plan Sheet 8. Therefore, there will be
approximately (93 + 2) = 95 mm. to fill in.

Some variation will occur due to the intricacies of your own
build, but the measurements will serve as a guide.

A
Figure 6: Transom Measurements
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Stern Ornamentation Number Identification

Figure 7: Stern & Side Gallery Number
Identification
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Transom Support
This requires the carving of pieces 54 and 55 and
insertion of two metal bands (Fig. 9).

Figure 8: Three Original Transom Pieces

• Of the three laser-cut pieces of timber supplied, two
required considerable carving. The plans suggest the
formation of a carved ‘lip’ at the top edge of both
pieces 54 and 55. This will not be necessary if using
the metal strip decorations described below. This
especially applies to the middle band. The band sets
are numbered 11247, 11248 and 11249 (Fig. 9)
below. Each set consists of two pieces, each with the
same number (e.g. 11247 + 11247).

• There are a large number of metal decorations that need to be carefully sorted out (utilize disposable
latex gloves) by reference to their marked numbers,

Figure 9: Transom Decorative Metal Bands

Using the metal bands requires a different set of carvings to that shown in the drawings (which show
a carved lip on both pieces 54 and 55). Bands 11248/11248 will need to be inserted into the timber
with only the outer surface just projecting. In other words, a channel will need to be created in
Piece 55 (instead of carving a ‘lip’) before it is glued to Piece 54. It also seems that if using the
lowest of the three pieces (11249/11249), then Piece 56 would NOT be used but some chanelling
may be needed there as well. You will need to study this area very carefully and make some of your
own decisions. Fig. 9 illustrates these points.
The plans are drawn for the scratch builder producing their own wooden decorations. So the
important thing to note here is that a considerable amount of flair and intuition is required rather than
a dogmatic following of the drawn plans.

Deck removal
At the beginning, all three deck ends –
of the two gun decks & the main deck
projecting past Frame 8 - were
removed.

Figure 10: Stern View Showing Decks Cut Back to Frame 8
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Pieces 54 & 55
The original combined thickness of 55 and 54 was 31 mm. but this was reduced by 5 mm. (i.e. to 26
mm.) in order to form the cambers.

Figure 11: Creating a Camber

Both pieces were reduced by a maximum of 2.5
Frame 8
11247 strip

11244
etc.

mm. (at the ends on the top surface and at the
centre on the under surface) ….

39 x 10.5 mm.

Piece 55 - 18 mm. to an overall 15.5 mm.
11248 strip

Piece 54 - 13 mm. to an overall 10.5 mm.
32 x 15.5 mm.

11250 etc.

11249
strip

Care was taken not to alter the overall plan shape
of these pieces

Figure 12: Transom Cross-Section Measurements

A solution to the correct alignment (refer
back to Fig. 3 and associated text) of the
whole transom was offered by Mark from
MSW - the temporary placement of a
planking strip to ensure the correct seating
for Piece 55.
Figure 13: Solving a Problem
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This was followed by the use of
some permanent dowels to
maintain the correct angle.

Figure 14: Securing Angle of Piece 55

Placement of 54 over 55 showed that the overall width at the centre needed to be reduced by
approximately 7.5mm.

Allowance was made for the last gun port. Temporary placement of
the metal ornaments along the stern surface of Piece 54 will show the
amount of wood that needs to be carved out from each side.
Care was taken not to alter the overall plan shape nor alter the length
of either side as supplied in the original piece. What is created by the
builder will most likely be different to what others produce.

11250

Figure 15: End Port

A determining factor for the plan-view shape of this piece will be the
ability to fit the metal decorative pieces 11250 in terms of their height and total length.
The length of the metal pieces will determine the length of each of
the two lateral edges of 55. In this build, the timber was shortened
by approximately 10mm.
The undercut under piece 55 finished up being more shallow than
suggested in some photographs of other builds. The inclination is
indicated in the plans and is necessary to accommodate pieces
11250.
Figure 16: 11250

A suitable opening was created for the rudder post but
only in piece 55 although the plans show the hole
continuing into 54)

Figure 17: Hole in Transom for
Rudder Post
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A carved right-angled channel was constructed in Piece 55 sufficient in size to accommodate most of
the metal strip 11248+11248 along the leading edge – Fig. 18.

55

11248

11248

Figure 18: Fitting 11248 into Piece 55

Figure 19: Transom Development

Dry-fitting
the
metal
bands
11248+11248, showed that the
curvature at the front of Piece 54 was
far too shallow, making it appear that
the metal strips were too short – so
what you see in Fig. 20 is not exactly
correct – the angle on the edge requires
further work.
The carving of 55+54 took some time
to create and required many
adjustments. It should be clear now that
multiple dry fittings is essential to get
things correct.
Figure 20: Work in Progress
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‘Key Point’
From the plan sheet, the position of gun
ports ‘1’, ‘2’ & ‘3’ were traced along with
the leading edge of the stern metal
ornaments. In Fig. 21, Piece 54 is seen with
the ‘key point’ (labeled as ‘4’). Sufficient
paper was removed so that this pattern
could temporarily be stuck over the hull
surface. This enabled the ‘key point’ to be
readily marked onto the hull surface.

With the paper removed, the wood
assembly was then easily dry fitted into the
correct position by:
Figure 21: Utilising the Key Point

•

alignment of the wood assembly with the marked ‘key point’,

•

making sure that the correct downward angle of inclination is created , and …

•

… and from my own drawings, I determined that the distance from the centre top surface of Piece
54 to the top of the Quarter Deck should be 98 mm. It was! However, this did require the removal
of some of the wood immediately below Piece 55 to allow for the fitting of the metal strips 11249
+ 11249

Wood pieces were painted black and pieces 11248 + 11248 were fixed in place. It was time to fit the
metal decorations onto the stern edge of Piece 54.
The wood assembly (54+55) was dry fitted again
and the amount of wood needed to be carved out
from underneath to accommodate the lower metal
bands 11249+11249 determined – especially
where 11249 curved around the hull edge.
The wood assembly was then glued in place – the
top surface of 54 approximately flush with the top
of the false keel at the stern (Fig. 22). Again the
distance between the top of 54 and the top of the
Quarter Deck was checked and found to be 98
mm. Metal bands 11249+11249 were added.
Figure 22: Top Surface of Piece 54
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Advanced Transom Colour Concepts
The following two photos show the transom from a model of the Royal William at the USNA
Museum (and which were posted on MSW by Keith W). The ornamentation is far more elaborate than
that provided by the Euromodel kit but nevertheless affords some interesting ideas for individual
interpretation.

Figure 23: USNA Royal William: Upper Gallery Windows

Figure 24: USNA Royal William; Transom Support and Lower Gallery Windows
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54+55+56
After dry-fitting the three
pieces, one sub-assembly was
created out of the three pieces.
After painting the wood pieces
black, the metal decorations,
11245, 112444, 11243, 11246,
11250 (x 2) were added.

Figure 25: Metal Decorations in Position

It was time to put the poop deck in place (if not already done so). This was because a line could be
extended from the rear of the poop deck down to the top of the transom support blocks that gave the
angle required to set any further pieces (such as gallery windows & the transom itself) in place.

Figure 26: Overall View of Stern Inclination
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Gallery Windows
The essential key to building the stern transom is the
Overview of the Gallery Windows relationship that each piece has with the total structure.
Fig. 27 illustrates the important feature of each of the
forward edges of the three sets of gallery windows
being parallel to each other (broken red lines).
Key location points are the two gunports and the poop
deck (shaded blue) ... but .... it must be noted that there
will some variation between the size of each metal
casting when compared with that in the original
drawing. That will affect the final positioning of each
piece. Fig. 28 shows a good relationship with the two
port holes and the three window edges.
Above all else, refer to Fig. 6 for transom and support
dimensions.

Figure 27: Gallery Window Position Relationships

Figure 28: Three Window Edges Parallel

Another critical factor to consider is the angle of the transom support – this is directly linked to the
positioning of all the gallery windows.
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Metal ‘Bending’
To create the transom, a significant
number of metal pieces were utilized
and some of these required the
creation of a curvature (often in two
different directions) from a straight
piece. The over-riding rule to follow
is “the pieces will fit”. The metal
ornamentation used is very brittle
when cold but will melt when too hot.
So care and experimentation is
needed but with some care, they can
be bent slightly.
Figure 29: Indirect Heating with a Soldering Iron

One relatively simple method is shown in Fig. 29. With a heating electric soldering iron fixed in
position, the metal pieces can be slightly heated using the cooler rear portion of the hot iron. This
allows the metal to be heated and curved at the same time.
Another method, outlined by marktiedens [MSW], is
also straightforward ...
“Using thick leather gloves to keep from burning my
fingers, I found that holding the metal … in the heated
air from the heat gun, I could bend the metal pieces
quite easily.
During the bending I did not let the metal cool too
much. When I felt I could start the bending I just
backed away from the heat gun - the metal would stay
hot, but not too hot. I didn`t want it to cool too fast in
the middle of trying to make a curve. I did the heating
several times because I had to hold it up to the ship to
Figure 30: Heat Gun
check the curve and it would cool down. Re-heating
several times did not seem to affect the workability of the metal. It was a trial & error kind of thing,
but it seemed to work out ok. I probably spent 30 minutes bending each piece.
Even after all the filing I had to do to make them conform to the curves of the hull, I had to tweak the
bends I made earlier. Just had to be careful not to get the metal too hot - just enough so it can be bent.
The temperature at the nozzle of the heat gun is about 500 degrees (F), so it wouldn`t take long to
overheat the metal & destroy it. I held the pieces close to the gun only about 7 or 8 seconds then
backed away. When I could feel the metal not wanting to bend anymore I moved a little closer to the
gun to warm it more. Kind of hard to explain - I just did it by "feel".
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Colour Scheme
The colour scheme shown in Figs. 23 & 24 of a Royal William model held in the United States Naval
Academy looks extremely authentic and is an elaborate presentation. However, other simple colour
schemes illustrated in this file can look very acceptable.

WARNING: Many metal pieces will need to be bent and painting may be
a process to be carried out after the bending.

Lower Gallery Windows (‘45’)

lower gallery windows ‘45’
STERN BUILDING
KEY

11239

11238

transom support

11241

11242

11237

11240

Figure 31: Gallery Windows '45'

The mid-line of the hull was marked on the top transom
supporting piece 54. A number of small balsa blocks were
used as a support for the metal pieces about to be glued in
position. Using a line from the poop deck/ quarter deck down
to 54 as a guide, 11242 (starboard) was carefully checked for
the right inclination, shaving off pieces from the balsa blocks
as necessary.

Figure 32: Support Blocks

Slight bending was necessary to follow the curve of 54. You
must believe that 11237 & 11240 will fit! Careful & slow
bending created the required curves for these two pieces along
with some filing to bevel some of the fitting edges. It is here
that 53A acted as a useful guide for the required line of
curvature along the top edges of the metal pieces. The same
procedure was followed for the port side.
Figure 33: Supporting Piece 54
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Figure 34: Gallery 45 Windows Installed

The top edge of the gallery windows needed to be filed smooth to produce a uniform surface for the
decking that is immediately above it.
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Deck above Lower Gallery Windows
deck

STERN BUILDING
KEY

lower gallery windows ‘45’
transom support

Decking on top of the gallery
windows were constructed. Pieces
53 & 53A were useful in helping to
create a plywood cut-out but as can
be seen from Fig. 35, the final
configuration was just a little
different. So instead of using the

three pieces supplied, one
complete deck was cut out and
then planked withwith 1mm. thick

curve needed to be flattened

Figure 35: A First Attempt at Produce Decking Shape

planking on the upper surface.

Figure 36: Decking Above First Gallery Windows

The width of 48 mm. for this deck created an overlap
over the windows allowing the large plywood transom
‘cover’ (piece 47) to sit on the upper surface of this
deck and yet still allowing room for the balustrade to be
supported as well. The actual width was a little larger
once a beading (1x1mm.) was added to simulate the
metal edges below.
Figure 37: Piece 47
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Fig. 38 gives an indication of what could be done (forming slots or adding a series of small blocks) to
accommodate the bottom of 47. As well as this, a hole could be drilled into the decking immediately
behind the cut out slots on the inner
area just where the slot almost
finishes. This would allow a
temporary brad (small nail) to be
inserted to allow/ cause a bend in
the lower part of the transom. After
the transom was set in place and the
glue had dried, the nails would then
be removed.

?

Figure 38: Ideas (for later) to Support 47

In another build, knees were made to go under
the rear edge of the deck at the top of the
columns. They were simply 2 x 5 mm. walnut
with a radius filed in them and painted gold to
match the columns.

additional
brass strip
knees

For this ship, the builder had some left-over
brass strip which was added to the edge of the
deck supported by the knees.

Figure 39: Supporting Knees

Middle Gallery Windows (’43 + 48’)

middle gallery windows (’43+48’)
deck

STERN BUILDING
KEY

lower gallery windows (‘45’)
transom support

11218

11217
11233

11234
11219

11220
50

11236

50A

Figure 40: Middle Gallery Windows
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critical angle

tilting will allow this
bottom edge to fit the
deck camber

Figure 41: Gallery Windows 11236 & Doorway Components

Piece 11236 was glued between the two doorways 50 & 50A as shown in Fig. 41. The positioning of
the transom plywood backing was checked and carefully marked on the deck surface to identify the
placement of the front edge of each of the two doorway components, 50 & 50A.
In an upright position, window panels (11236) are arched more than the deck they sit on but when the
top edge is tilted slightly forward to rest against the plywood arches, the bottom edge should sit with
little or no gap across the deck.

Figure 42: Middle Gallery Windows in Position

11233
11233

Final positions of 11219/ 11220 need to be adjusted
along with the positions of 11233/ 11234

11219

Figure 43: Piece 11219 & 11233 Positioning
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Stanchions (supporting columns for rails)

Initial observations of the metal strips supplied for the stanchions
has often led to builders discarding them and utilizing timber
stanchions instead. However, closer examination shows that the
pieces are actually quite precise and ornamental in a more than
satisfactory way.
As Ken335 (member of MSW forum) said …
”Initially I thought that they were just random
serrations along their length but on closer inspection I
saw that they had a front and rear and the pattern
along the length was a regular repeat. The pieces also
had notches at regular intervals which made it easy to
break them off at the correct size leaving about .5mm
each end to file the correct angle, when fitted the
stanchion patterns lined up uniformly.”
Figure 44: Supplied Stanchion
Sections

Figure 45: Cutting Stanchions to Size

Figure 46: Stanchions in Position

stanchions created from grooved
plastic tooth-pick shanks &
painted a light brown

Figure 47: Alternative Stanchions
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Figure 48: Piece 11219 Fixed in Position

Deck above Middle Gallery Windows
deck

middle gallery windows (’43+48’)
STERN BUILDING
KEY

deck

lower gallery windows ‘45’
transom support

Quarter gallery pieces 52/52A again were used as some sort of guide to the final shape of this deck
but the resultant arrangement of the metal pieces underneath as well as the overall transom slope were
the final determining factors (in Fig. 49 below, the original Euromodel drawing for piece 52 is
included; its shape differs to the final deck shape). This deck, as with the one below it, was
constructed as a single piece and also laminated on the upper surface with 1mm. planking.

Figure 49: Decking Above Gallery '48'

It was a little tricky here but the final width of the deck needed to fit in with the sloping transom. The
outer edge also needed to be curved to fit in with the curve of the transom when it was in place. The
deck was made a little larger than anticipated and carefully trimmed back to the transom curve.
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Upper Gallery Windows ( ‘46’ & ‘41’)

upper gallery windows (‘46’& ‘41’)
deck

middle gallery windows (’43+48’)
11212

11213
11232

11231
11215

11214
49

11235

49A

Figure 50: Upper Gallery Windows

After adjusting the size of this deck, the window gallery was attached to the two side door openings
and the whole then attached to the deck. The metal piece 11135 was easy enough to produce a curve
along its length but there were some severe problems in trying to flatten it to fit the deck line. In the
end, some fine grain wood filler was used to fill the gap.
The side balustrades and windows 11215/14 & 11232/11231 were next ! Lessons to be appreciated
were:
• strong curve on the balustrade – take it slowly so as not to crack the cast railings,
• severe filing might be required on top & bottom surfaces of curved balustrades to produce flat
surfaces.
• windows have angled edges either side – the inner vertical edge gives a good indication as to the
positioning.
• position of the two small windows 11212 & 11213 are important – check the plan sheets.

Figure 51: Fixing 11235 into Position
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Transom Ornamentation
Plywood Support
Although much of the surface of the large plywood piece
supporting the metal decorations is hidden by those pieces,
some is visible. Both sides were planked over – this was done
with planks laid horizontally but on reflection, vertical would
have been more logical (Fig. 52). One of the reasons for doing
this is shown in Fig. 56. On each side of the ship facing into
the top gallery is the blank reverse of the outer window. This
was planked over but on reflection some small strips of wood
glued could have been fixed onto the blank side to create a
window frame or even that metal window milled out.

11206

Figure 52: Rear View of Plywood Support

Figure 53: Planking Over the Transom Facade

With transom planking completed, the next step was to fix in place the eight top gallery windows.
Their size was only just larger than the laser-cut openings so they were fitted into the openings rather
than fixing them onto the outside surface. The arrangement of these windows is logically shown in
Fig. 54 - but following the drawing numbering could cause some confusion.

11206

11206

Figure 54: Top Gallery Windows Arranged in their Correct Positions
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Immediately below these windows were two thin plywood ‘columns’ which were removed as they
seemed out of place. A couple of extra columns (12mm. stanchions) were to be inserted into this
opening at a later stage.

Lower Transom
The lower horizontal laser-cut strip (red broken line) in the supplied transom was removed to allow
the easier slotting of the two bottom sections into the deck.

Figure 55: Cutting a Strip Out of Lower Transom

The plywood transom was fixed in position – Fig. 56 is from another build [failure to take photos; so
permission to reproduce this photo, and others, was greatly appreciated].

Figure 56: Transom Fixed in Position
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Upper Gallery Balustrade & Ornamentation
This gallery balustrade contains 14
ornamental insets. They can be used as
they are and with some imaginative
painting, the overall view will be very
satisfactory.
Figure 57: Non-Modified Ornamentation

Fig. 58 shows how one builder utilized a pin vice
drills and a sharp blade [e.g. Exacto #11] to
the ornamentation with startling results.

with a number of different
increase the depth of relief in

Figure 58: Increasing the Ornamentation Relief

Interestingly, perhaps too much credence is given to constructed models (or even paintings) as being
the absolute portrayal of the original construction. Such an example is shown in Fig. 59 from a model
held in the USNA where the oval shapes show filigree insets but whose pattern is inconsistent from
one piece to another. I take this as a form of artistic license because in the original ship, whatever was
used would have been consistent in form.

Figure 59: Artistic Variation

Some builders have used plastic filigree, molds or just another row of stanchions to fill in these spaces
and I guess this is what Euromodel construction in the end is all about – individual choices.

Figure 60: Modified and Painted
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Upper Side Quarter Gallery Ornamentation (Pieces 11210/ 11211)
A matter of choice here – the solid pieces of ornamentation (shaded blue) would be placed against a
solid form BUT cutting out the metal background would produce a better visual result for the scrolls.

Figure 61: Pieces 11210/11211
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Lanterns
The two small lanterns and one large lantern are all supported by a rod under their base as well as a
bracing rod on either side extending from the top of the lantern to the transom. Refer to Fig. 62 …
On each lantern, the six window pieces
labeled ‘A – F’ were very accurate and
required very little cleaning up but the letters
‘A-F’ did not indicate the sequence of fitting
around the central pillar. After the glue had
dried a little, careful filing was necessary
followed by some filling of the spaces
between the window pieces.

Figure 62: Drawings of the Lanterns
The following discussion shows what happens
when the builder of such a kit decides to dabble in some ‘scratch’ build. The kit only contains one length of
brass rod per lantern which is intended to support the lantern from the base. Examination of the plan sheet
shows this differently …you make the choice.

… the small cast metal projection underneath the lanterns was presumed for the
base support but had no strength and easily broken. It was removed and a 2mm.
hole was drilled into the lantern base at that point. Drilling by hand tends to
damage the surrounding metal so a high speed drill was used. Be careful to push
the spinning drill in and out fairly quickly as the cutting generates heat causing
the metal to become soft leading to the drill bit becoming stuck !
After bending a longer than necessary piece of 2 mm. rod, it was inserted, glued
into the lantern base and trimmed to length. Anchorage points on the upper edge
of the lanterns and transom as well as the braces were made from 1.2mm. brass
rod.
Windows to be
painted; braces to be
trimmed to length and
ends bent to fit onto
transom anchorage
points.
Figure 63: Lantern
Partly Constructed

Positioning of the
metal braces needs
a little adjustment.
Note the slight
darkening.
Blackening of the
lantern finish due
to the use of a
black ‘wash’
colour.

Whilst some may use ‘blue’ to show the presence of glass perhaps reflecting the
blue sky, an orange colour was chosen to represent the glow that comes from the
flames of the burning fuel. The whole lantern would become dirty due to the heat
and so it was ‘washed’ over with a black wash (Citadel ‘Devlan Mud’) which had
the effect of toning down the gold and giving an overall suggestion of the lantern
being dirty. The slight addition of black also has the effect of creating a slightly
more effective three-dimensional appearance (Fig. 64).

Figure 64: Lanterns in Position
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Not only the lanterns, but all the gold surfaces were treated with a black wash.

Figure 65: Enhancing Effect of a Black Wash

Other approaches to the lantern glass …

Figure 66: Lantern Glass Alternatives
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Rudder & Accessories
Rudder Blade
The blade is not supplied with cut-outs for the pintles (‘rudder irons’) with the reasoning that the
easiest approach would be to add the pintles over the blade. The problem is that this generates a large
gap between the rudder and the stem post, but in the scheme of things, this gap will not be noticed.
Alternatively, Fig. 67 illustrates an approach taken by some builders in creating cut-outs along the fore
edge but this goes against the very integrity of the blade.

Figure 67: Modifying the Rudder Blade

Width Correlation of Euromodel Dimensions with Common Useage
The supplied piece is slightly smaller than the accepted size at that time for a 100-gun ship but with
the addition of timber battens along both the fore and aft edges, it can easily be brought up to the
required size (0.5 mm. on aft edge and 2.0 mm. on the fore edge). The fore edge batten pieces – the
bearding – is especially useful in accomodating the rudder irons. If nothing else is done with the
rudder blade, at least the bearding could be added with confidence.
BLADE WIDTH
bearding

A:
laser cut width = 16 mm
adding 0.5 mm to aft side + 2.0 mm to fore side
= 19 mm = 1368 mm as actual width
= 56 inches
Builder’s Repositry of 1789 states that for a 100-gun
ship, the width would be 54 inches (i.e. 4ft. 6 inches)

A

B:
laser cut width = 24.5 mm
adding 0.5 mm to aft side + 2.0 mm to fore side
= 27 mm = 1944 mm as actual width
= 79 inches
Builder’s Repositry of 1789 states that for a 100-gun
ship, the width would be 78 inches (i.e. 6ft. 6 inches)

bearding

.
e.g. English Oak

B
Figure 68: Blade Widths

It should be kept in mind that the prescribed dimension from the Builder’s Respository of 1789 (see
discussion below) are subject to considerable variations; the dimensions of the supplied rudder are
very close to the expected dimensions.
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Thickness Correlation of Euromodel Dimensions with Common Useage

D

The blade is tapered downwards as well as aft - there is a discrepancy in the
lower aft thickness.
BLADE THICKNESS

D:
laser cut width = 7 mm
= 504 mm as actual width
= 20 inches
Builder’s Repositry of 1789 states that for a 100-gun
ship, the width would be 28 inches

E:
tapered width (aft edge) = 3.5 mm
= 252 mm as actual width
= 10 inches
Builder’s Repositry of 1789 states that for a 100-gun
ship, the width would be 4 inches
Dimension E could therefore be reduced to approx. 1.5
mm. in the actual model but some commonsense should
prevail.

Again it should be kept in mind that the prescribed dimension from the
Builder’s Respository are subject to considerable variations.

E
Figure 69: Blade

Thicknesses

The rudder was not overly thick in its fore/ aft direction as a wider rudder would hold an amount of
dead-water and difficult to handle if the helm were to be put over to one side. Given its construction, a
very broad rudder would be weakened by the greater mass of timbe needed to be moved.
The bearding during this time period was bevelled at approx. 30o as was the stem post enabling a
considerable turning angle for the blade. It was cut away at the vicinity of the rudder irons so that the
rudder could be unshipped.

Positioning the Pintles
The hinge/gudgeon pin (Fig. 70)
components of the pintle can be
placed into cut-outs to prevent the
rudder assembly from being too far
out from the stern post...

All of the openings were made to a length equal to that of the
lower pintle since these were generally a few inches longer
than the upper pintle. Fig. 70 shows this but incorrectly, the
bearding is virtually absent – if it were present, then the cutting
out of the openings of the rudder blade stock would be
minimal.

...or ...
... strips of extra timber called
‘bearding’ more correctly can be
added to the forward edge of the
blade, therby forming suitable gaps
for the pintles.

Figure 70: Hinge & Gudgeon
Pin
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Fig. 68 is from another build where the blade has notches cut
into it without any evidence of bearding. In my own build, I
chose to add the bearding.

Tapering
In Plan Sheet 9, there is a drawing that indicates tapering of the
rudder. The following vertical tapers were carried out ...
•
aft edge from 7.0 mm. to 2.5 mm.
•
inner edge from 7.0 mm. to 5.5 mm.

Composite Timbers
Historically, the rudder was made up with three or four lengths
bolted together, each one stepped down in a "hance" to the
rudder post. So deep lines were cut into bothg sides of the blade
to simulate the use of three timbers in creating the rudder
blade.
Figure 71: Rudder & Stem Pintles

Ship’s Wheel

The rudder blade was controlled
by a tiller arm that passed into the
ship through a hole in the counter
and the movement was actuated
by ropes that were wrapped
around a barrel controlled by the
ship’s wheel – Fig. 72

The ship’s wheel , abaft of the Mizzen Mast, is
on the Quarter Deck and cannot be seen.
Therefore, its construction was omitted... but the
enthusiast may wish to include it along with the
associated full tiller arm ?
Figure 72: Tiller Arm & Ship's Wheel
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A Commentary on the Rudder Pendant Tackle
The following discussion was carried out to determine the intricacies of the rudder pendant tackle that
most likely was to be found on the Royal William. Like all model kits, certain simplifications are built
into the kit but for the scratch builders or those who are just interested in a little more detail, then this
research may well be of interest.
As detailed and authentic as the
Euromodel
Royal
William
drawings are, there was some
interest
shown
by
MSW
members over the use of the
rudder ropes as indicated.
Research shows that there were
‘emergency
chains’
in
association with rope rather than
the rope by itself. (The style of
rigging shown in the Euromodel
drawings is also included in other
models such as the OcCre Sanistima
Trinidad.)

Figure 73: Rudder 'Tackle' Presented as a Rope

However, there is a degree of
uncertainty over their use.

SPECTACLE FRAME

Consisting of a pair of rings, one on
each side of the rudder and linked by a
bar of iron extending round the sides
of the rudder and bolted firmly in
position. Chains were attached to the
rings.

There are two main points of view regarding the use of the rope/ chain tackle …
•
for securing the rudder if dislodged
•
for enabling emergency steering to be created following failure of the rudder/ tiller
Webster’s Dictionary (1828) states … “The rudder pendant is a rope made fast to the rudder by a
chain, to prevent the loss of the rudder when unshipped”. Figure 111 shows no chain and the rope
alone could be used to explain the above comment. However, Lawrence Mott (1997) in his ‘The
Development of the Rudder. A Technological Tale’ notes the multiple uses for this tackle …
“prevented the rudder from swinging too far to one side, helped control the rudder in rough weather
and acted as an emergency steering in case the tiller broke” If this latter comment is true, then the
pendant tackle would not terminate under the stern counter as suggested in Fig. 73.
Rudder chains
Critics who decry the use of chains to secure the rudder in case of a mishap point to the inclusion of a
‘wooden lock’ fitted below the upper pintle and gudgeon to prevent the rudder rising upward (and off
the ship). The claim is that on large ships, the rudder could not be dislodged but there is ample
evidence to the contrary and a classic example includes the loss of the rudder of HMS Saint George in
1811 which led to the loss of that ship. Battle or storm damage can cause the pintles and gudgeons to
be broken or wrenched away. Clearly there is a case for securing the rudder since repair of a broken
rudder (away from a shipyard) would be far easier than the construction of a replacement one. The
chains also served a very useful purpose acting as lifts to reship the rudder back onto the pintles.
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Rudder rope (pendants)
The termination of the pendant rope is described in the
following ways …
• Photos of the HMS Victory show the rudder pendant
passing around onto the hull side and terminating
under the mizzen channel.
•

James Lees (1984, 130) states that … “the end of the
pendants were seized to the after end of the mizzen
channels”.

Figure 74: Rudder Pendant Tackle

• David Steel, (1794, 234) states that … “rudder pendants hook to the ring, in the end of the rudder
chains; the hook is moused;
then stopped to three hooks driven in the counter over …
the rudder,
at the quarters, and
one between the above two points.
a long tackle (’fiddle block’) is hooked to a thimble (spliced in the ends of the pendants) and to an
eye-bolt in the mizzen chain, and the fall leads in, through a port, upon the quarter deck”.
Given the authoritative nature of this text and the fact that it was written during the life-span of the
Royal William, this description of the pendants and chains should/ could be considered a valid
comment. The following diagram is based on the above description by Steel
red broken line
solid blue line
solid red circle

= chain
= pendant rope
= thimble (too small to replicate at this scale)

Figure 75: Rudder Pendant Tackle (according to Steel, 1794)
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In either case, these pendant ropes could be readily engaged for the purposes of lifting the rudder or in
establishing an improvised steerage. Regarding the latter point, this was a more complicated issue
requiring the outrigging of an extra spar on each side of the ship with associated extra rigging.
In summary, the aspect of a true rudder ‘pendant tackle’, the thimbles and moused hooks could be
ignored and only rope used as indicated in Fig. 73. A large number of contemporary models do not
include this rudder tackle at all as did many of the British Naval Board models. Research highlighted
far more information on various aspects of securing the rudder rather than an alternative steerage
system and whether this reinforces or negates the concept of a steerage system is not clear

Example 2:

Figure 76: Example 1: Long Chain

Figure 77: Example 2 - Short Chain
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